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1. INTRODUCTION

This document provides a tutorial for the User Interface (UI) made available by the Jaqpot Quattro (JQ) modelling infrastructure. The resource has been made available at http://www.jaqpot.org/. At this location, users may create datasets containing nanoparticles and properties, apply PMML transformations, create and validate predictive NanoQSAR models and use the models for making predictions. Several other functionalities (optimal experimental design, interlaboratory testing, read-across methods) will be available in the next release of the UI.

2. GENERAL

The UI of JQ can be seen in Figure 1. It contains two options on the top left for the user, “Sing In” and “Create Account”. It also shows the six main menu options available, namely “Create Dataset”, “NanoQSAR modelling”, “NanoQSAR validation schemes”, Optimal Experimental Design, “Interlaboratory Comparison” and “Read Across”. For the current release, the first three options are made available, which comprise creating a dataset, training a model and making predictions, as well as cross-, split- and external validation. Should the user click on one of these options whilst not signed in, they will be prompted to log onto the system. On the bottom of the page, next to the eNanoMapper logo, the user can view the source (https://github.com/KinkyDesign) and documentation (http://test.jaqpot.org:8000/documentation), as well as report an issue on GitHub for the JQ UI (https://github.com/KinkyDesign/JaqpotQuattroUI/issues).
2.1 LOG IN

The Login screen is shown in Figure 2. Here users must provide their credentials in order to be able to use the services. If users do not have an account, they must register using the “Create Account” button.
2.2 CREATE ACCOUNT

This option is made available for users not already registered. Should users click on this button, they will be redirected to the OpenTox website registration form, shown in Figure 3. Here, the user must provide his/her details, such as full name, email address and institution. Once the account is successfully created, users are notified by email at the address provided on the registration form.
2.3 MENU OPTIONS AVAILABLE

This section provides an overview of the options and methods available in JQ. Each service will be discussed in detail later in this document. Apart from the main options mentioned, two more categories appear next to the Jaqpot logo on the top menu bar, namely “Actions” and “My resources”. By clicking on “Actions” it can be seen that the main options have been made available in the form of categories and subcategories. For example, under “Validate” we can see the external, cross- and training set split validation options. This is demonstrated in Figure 4.
Similarly, additional options appear upon clicking on any of the remaining menu buttons. More specifically, under “My resources”, the user can view their own models, algorithms, datasets, reports, BibTEX entries and features. This is shown in Figure 5. In addition to the user’s resources, other models and datasets have been made available under the tags “Example Datasets”, “Example Models” etc. which will be shown later in this tutorial.

![Figure 5: Options under Jaqpot “My Resources” Menu](image)

3. CREATE DATASET

The first available menu option for the user is for creating a dataset on which to perform modelling or other additional tasks. This service allows the retrieval of data available on the eNanoMapper data repository ([https://apps.ideaconsult.net/enanomapper/](https://apps.ideaconsult.net/enanomapper/)) by selecting a dataset creator (“Substance owner”) or manually inputting the substance owner URI given by AMBIT, shown respectively in Figures 6 and 7.

![Figure 6: Create dataset by selecting Substance Owner from list](image)
The next pages allow the user to select particular nanoparticles (“substances”) to include in their dataset, their experimental properties (single or by category) and descriptors to be calculated. The current version of JQ supports calculation of MOPAC descriptors should a PDB file be available and image analysis descriptors should an image file be available. For the next release, we plan to add functionalities for calculating CDK descriptors and GO descriptors should proteomics data are available. These screens are shown in Figures 8, 9, and 10. At the last screen, users must provide dataset name and description.
Figure 9: Screenshot of Experimental Property selection to include in dataset creation

Figure 10: Screenshot of additional calculated descriptors selection process available in JQ and the fields for dataset title and description.

Users are then provided with a task which they can monitor. Once the status changes to “Completed” users can view their dataset by clicking on “See Result”. The unique identifier assigned to the dataset will also be provided (seen in Figure 11).
4. TRAIN A MODEL

Once users have at least one dataset created or wish to use one of the example datasets provided by JQ, they may use it to train a model. The “Train” process starts with the selection of a dataset (Figure 12), proceeds to the algorithm selection (Figure 13) and finally allows parameterization (Figure 14), which ranges from setting the available algorithm parameters all the way to variable selection, normalization of the dataset values and setting an algorithm for defining the domain of applicability. The current JQ release contains R, Python or WEKA implementations of all major statistical and machine learning regression and classification algorithms, but additional algorithms will be available in future releases.

Figure 11: Task monitoring for dataset creation.
The final page before training the model shows all necessary details for pre-processing and parameterizing the algorithm. More specifically, it can be seen in Figure 14 on the left that under the algorithm title (“PLS with VIP scores”), users may set the parameter “latentVariables” for the algorithm. A help note under the parameter provides the user with the correct range/type depending on the parameter. Users are also prompted to provide a model name and description. On the right-hand side, users may select variables and perform PMML transformations either by selecting an existing file or providing their own. PMML files are XML files which can represent different types of...
machine learning models. They contain a data dictionary and transformation dictionary which comprise the input. The latter can be used to define transformations such as addition, subtraction, derive absolute values, whilst the former can be used to perform variable selection. A PMML example is shown in Figure 15, which defines the subtraction, division and absolute value transformations for two different measurements of Zeta Potential. In order to create such files users must know the URI of the features on which they want to apply transformations, which can be derived from viewing the dataset. The prediction feature must be provided separately from a drop-down menu. By clicking on the “Select Input variable(s) and endpoint” choice, all the variables appear as input and endpoint candidates. The user may select some or all of them as input variables and only one as the endpoint. When an end-point is selected, it is automatically deselected from the input variables. If a user chooses the “None” option, they are prompted to select only the endpoint, whilst all other variables are considered as input.

Finally, users have the option to scale/normalize their data and select an algorithm for defining the domain of applicability (DOA) of their model (currently the leverage method is available). As before, users can see when the training has been completed by following the task progress (Figure 16).

Figure 14: Screenshot of pre-processing and parameterization for training a model.
Figure 15: Example of valid PMML file containing transformations
Once the task is complete, by clicking on “See result” the user is shown the model screen (screenshot in Figure 17), where the title, description and algorithm used to create are shown, along with additional clickable features such as required features etc. These are more useful to the advanced user, as they are information mostly for the algorithm, for example, variables left after variable elimination. By clicking on the PMML button, the user may see the PMML representation of the model, if the type of model is supported by the PMML format. Furthermore, the model unique ID is shown along with options to Validate, Predict and Delete on the top right of the screen. The prediction and validation options will be described in the next sections of this document.
5. MAKE A PREDICTION

By clicking on the “Predict” button, a user may make a prediction on a dataset, given that a model has been created, or that the user wishes to use one of the example models found in the literature made available by Jaqpot. Therefore, the user must select a model (Figure 18) and then a dataset on which to perform the prediction. Here, the user may select an existing dataset as shown in Figure 19. An additional option “Insert Values” is provided which can also be seen on the screenshot shown in Figure 19, where users can upload their own dataset or manually input values for each of the variables used by the model in order to make a prediction. The option is shown in Figure 20.

Figure 18: Select model for prediction

Figure 19: Select dataset for prediction
Figure 20: Upload dataset or manually input variable values for prediction

As above, a task is created and the user can monitor its progress (Figure 21). By clicking on “See Result” the user can see the predicted values (Figure 22), as well as whether the instances are within the DOA of the model (assuming that the option was checked when the model was created). For the leverage method which is currently the only available option, a value of 0 means that the prediction is outside the DOA of the model, while any positive value means the prediction is reliable as the query instance is within the DOA of the model.

Figure 21: Monitoring of prediction task
Once the prediction has been retrieved, users may click on the plus sign under “Predicted Values of dataset”, which will show the full dataset, including the original variables, or those created by scaling/normalization and PMML transformations. This is shown in Figure 23. By clicking on the additional plus sign (mouse-over reads “dataset info”) users may see the full dataset used for prediction. This information includes the publication DOI, the contributors (authors) the journal information and keywords, annotated as “subjects”. This is shown in Figure 24.
6. VALIDATION

Three types of validation are available in JQ, namely external validation (where an external test set is provided), cross-validation (where dataset is split into equal folds and results are aggregated) and training set split, for which a subset of the training set is held-out and used for prediction.

6.1 EXTERNAL VALIDATION

Users first select a model created (Figure 25) and then an external dataset (Figure 26) on which to perform the prediction and subsequent validation.
Once the task is completed, the user may view the results in the form of a report, which contains various performance metrics and the predictions shown in Figure 27, as well as plots such as QQ Plot shown in Figure 28.
6.2 CROSS VALIDATION

For cross-validation, after the dataset is selected, the user is prompted to select an algorithm on which to perform the training. This screen is almost identical to the “Train” screen (Figure 29). For the algorithm, the user now has two additional options to specify, the number of folds and whether the dataset should be stratified (normal), random (user provides a seed for random function) or splits based on the observed order of data instances (None). A screenshot of this selection is shown in Figure 30. As with each of the options above, users may monitor a task (Figure 31).
Figure 29: Select algorithm for cross-validation

Figure 30: Screenshot of additional algorithm parameters (folds, stratify and seed) for cross-validation.

Figure 31: Full screen shot for cross-validation
6.3 TRAINING SET SPLIT VALIDATION

For training set split validation, users must select a dataset and algorithm as described above in detail. The only additional option for the algorithm is the “Select Split Ratio” field, which should be a value larger than zero and smaller than one, which describes the training-to-test-set-ratio to the algorithm. Therefore 0.7 would suggest that 70% of instances will be used for training and 30% will be held out for testing/validation. This is shown in Figure 32. The “Stratify” drop down menu is still available for the different instance selection options. The resulting model can be viewed once the task is completed.

7. MY RESOURCES

Under the “My resources” tab users may view algorithms, models, datasets and reports available to them, either because they are the creators or because they have been made available by Jaqpot from publications.

For algorithms, ontological classes and categories are available in addition to title/description (Figure 33). Datasets can be viewed in full including their unique ID assigned (Figure 34). Moreover, under models, users can view more information than just title/description. This includes contributors (could be authors of the publication from which the model is derived), publishers, DOI, keywords, algorithm used and attribute information (required features, dependent features, etc.). A screenshot is shown on Figure 35. Reports are listed in the same manner as datasets and models (Figure 36) and contain information from model validations (inter-lab testing or read-across methods will also create reports when these functionalities will be available). In the case of each resource type, users may delete an entry which they have created in two different ways. Firstly, each list of resources has a red “X” to the right of each entry which deletes it. This can be seen in Figure 36. Alternatively, users may go to the
individual entry and click on “Delete”, which is located at the top right of each resource entry. This allows users to not exceed their quota, which is 20 datasets, 20 models, 20 algorithms and 20 reports.

Figure 33: Algorithm information under “My resources”

Figure 34: Dataset information under “My resources”
Figure 35: Example model information contains title, description, keywords (subjects), publication information (contributors, publishers and DOI), algorithm used, algorithm features and model PMML if available.

Figure 36: Report selection menu under “My resources”

8. FUTURE FUNCTIONALITIES

The next release of the JQ application will include functionalities for performing read-across predictions, interlaboratory proficiency testing and comparison and optimal experimental design when input information is available or not.
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